
Mitigate Risk. Create Value.

PROTECTING INVESTORS
FROM THE RISK OF
HAIL DAMAGE

HailSolve is a firm of trusted advisors
delivering lifecycle solutions that empower
investors to increase working capital and
portfolio value while mitigating hail-risk.

FIRM OVERVIEW 

HailSolve.com        888.498.4245



Savvy investors understand the importance of identifying unique opportunities to create value within their portfolio. It is for
this reason many investors implement HailSolve's solutions, which can offer unique sources of capital and reduce costs
associated with asset repairs and maintenance. 
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Lifecycle Solutions

Creating Value For Investors

Clients

HailSolve specializes in advising clients  with both
regional and national portfolios, primarily consisting
of office, retail, and industrial assets. 

Identify latent hail damage 
Restore damaged portfolio
Protect clients from future risk
Create value during all phases of the the real estate lifecycle

HailSolve - Creating Value For Investors
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HailSolve's Monitoring
Program protects over 350
million square feet of client
real estate

350 million SF
HailSolve has added over
$150 million of value to
client portfolios

$150 million
HailSolve serves clients with
both regional and national
portfolios

National Coverage

United States

HailSolve Facts And Statistics:

Areas Of Expertise

Investment Real Estate

Using scientific approaches and
disciplines, HailSolve is able to detect
latent hail damage

Forensic Inspection

HailSolve utilizes a combination of
proprietary and third party technologies
to drive results for clients

Technology

HailSolve's team of weather experts
have a deep understanding of
atmospheric sciences and weather
patterns

Meteorology

The HailSolve Risk Management Team 
is staffed with professionals who
understand the complexities of the
insurance claims landscape

Insurance Claims

HailSolve is a world-class,
professional construction firm

Construction Science

HailSolve is staffed with world-class professionals from a number of disciplines including construction, insurance,
meteorology, real estate, and finance. This team is well versed in the most modern technologies and practices
within their fields. 

HailSolve's extensive understanding
of real estate allows us to create
value for clients

HailSolve's reputation and client base continues to grow, expanding to all major areas of the country that receive
hail activity.  
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HailSolve - Understanding Hail Risk

HAIL SHAFT, PHOENIX ARIZONA, 2018
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Understanding The Risk Of
Latent Hail Damage

Hail damage can pose a serious risk to commercial
real estate investors.  Severe weather can damage
valuable mechanical systems and roof assemblies,
causing leaks that drain capital  and strain tenant
relations.   
 
An even greater risk to investors is hail damage that
occurs but is never properly identified (latent hail
damage).  Latent hail damage takes time to reveal
itself, creating issues that appear without notice.

Latent Hail Damage - Hail that has physically damaged
a building envelope but has not been properly identified.

Characteristics of Latent Hail Damage

Damage can be concealed or camouflaged depending
on the building's age, color, and cleanliness
Hail often causes damage that doesn’t immediately
reveal itself 

1. Difficult to Identify

2. Often Misidentified

3. Events Are Under Reported

4. Weather Data Is Inconsistent

Ties Up Capital 

Decreases Cash Flow

Strangles Asset Yield

Creates Tenant Frustrations

Missed Claim Opportunities

Drains Reserves

Unexpected Repairs 

Damage  can be mistaken as natural characteristic of a
roof at the end of its lifecycle
Slow leaks caused by hail damage  may not manifest
until years later

More than 30%  of hail events are not
reported  (American Meteorological Society, 2017)
Many hail events happen during off-business hours
when witnesses are not around

Hail damage can take on many different forms
making it difficult to spot consistent patterns
Hail fall concentrations and size can vary even within
a short distance

How Latent Hail Damage
Impacts A Portfolio

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) approximately 6,000 hail
events occur each year resulting in $15 billion of
damage.  These alarming numbers are amplified by
the statistic that 30% of hail events are never
reported.  Property owners with large roof
footprints (commercial investors) should be
concerned about the risk of hail damage to their
assets, especially damage that has occurred but has
never been identified.  

United States Hail Activity Map
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"HailSolve has successfully helped us to restore twelve
properties within our portfolio.  We completely trust
their team and would highly recommend them."
 
- Kellie Snipes, Blue Ridge Capital

HailSolve - Client Solutions
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Client Solutions

Acquisition Due Diligence

Latent hail damage can pose a risk to investors during all phases of the commercial real estate life cycle.  Whether a
client is acquiring, holding, or disposing assets, HailSolve has a solution designed to create value and mitigate risk.  

Offers a unique value add strategy over other buyers. 
If latent hail damage is discovered during due diligence
or inspection, HailSolve can assist the buyer by
effectuating a loss assignment at closing.  

Desktop Review
Notifies a client whether or not their portfolio faces
significant risk for latent hail damage.  During this
process, HailSolve will review a portfolio and attach a
risk-level to each property.  

Onsite Analysis
Using proprietary methods and technologies,
HailSolve's Risk Management team will analyze a
client's portfolio and present detailed findings
on whether or not their properties have been impacted.  

Restoration
Once hail damage is confirmed, HailSolve works with
all third parties on behalf of the client to secure a fair
settlement that adequately covers the extent of latent
hail damage.  HailSolve's Construction Management
division will create and complete a world-class custom
restoration of the damaged portfolio. 

Monitoring Program

HailSolve's Monitoring Program uses advanced
weather technologies to watch over a client's
portfolio and immediately notify them if an event has
likely impacted their assets.  

Disposition Optimization

Offers investors an opportunity to maximize the sale
of their asset if latent hail damage is discovered.

LIFE CYCLE HAIL RISK SOLUTIONS

Onsite  AnalysisRestoration

Disposition
Optimization

Acquisition
Due Diligence

Monitoring Program Desktop  Review

Visit HailSolve.com to learn more about HailSolve's risk mitigation solutions.
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"I can't imagine anyone doing better work than what HailSolve did for our
company. The process was seamless.  We recently received a settlement of
$1,887,700." - Steve Horrell, Horrell Company

Delivering Results

HailSolve's risk mitigation solutions create value for real estate investors in the following ways: 

Free Up Capital

Enhance Asset Yield

Reallocate Capital Expenditure Reserves

Increase Portfolio Value

Reduce Maintenance and Repairs 

Strengthen Tenant Relations
}  Create Value

HailSolve - Client Results
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CLIENT PROPERTY TYPE VALUE CREATED

Charles Hawkins Co. Industrial $8,325,500

Strike & Spare Retail $3,032,902

Blue Ridge Capital Retail $2,449,983

Terry Clyne Industrial $2,220,865

Hermitage Plaza Retail $2,314,110

NDI Development Retail $1,426,066

BR Metals/AAU of TN Industrial $1,341,391

Horrell Properties Retail, Industrial $1,887,700

Columbus Business Center, LLC Industrial $1,217,540

Garvin Industrial Industrial $1,023,250

Gary Horton Industrial $1,129,400

Michael Scauzzo Retail $1,015,097

Poelking Lanes Retail $1,161,769

Here are several of the many investors that HailSolve has helped to create value within their portfolio.

Case Studies
Visit HailSolve.com to read case studies on how HailSolve was able to successfully overcome
challenges and deliver results for clients. 

Headquarters

Regional Office

Client Locations



A Firm Focused On The Future

HailSolve has a history rooted in both commercial real estate investing and construction.  Originally formed as a
regional roofing company, founder Brandon Liggett saw a need for hail risk mitigation solutions within the
marketplace.  This realization came from Brandon's experience as a successful commercial real estate investor and
from HailSolve's (then TitanRoof) experience restoring roofs on many prominent commercial properties throughout
the United States. 
 
The organization shifted its focus and over several years experienced significant growth and market expansion.  During
this time, HailSolve assembled a team of thought leaders and seasoned professionals with backgrounds in commercial
real estate, insurance, construction sciences, and weather technologies. 
 
While the firm appreciates its past, HailSolve is focused on the future, having a footprint in all major hail-impacted
markets and positioned to serve investors with portfolios of all sizes.  
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HailSolve - About HailSolve



Leadership

BRANDON LIGGETT

Management

CHES BOOKER

Director of Construction

Management

BILL EARLY

Senior Vice President

Kansas City

BROOKS MAYER

Senior Vice President

Louisville

COLIN QUINN

Senior Vice President

Minneapolis - St. Paul

ADAM MILFORT

Director of Risk

Management

RICARDO RAMOS

Risk Manager

TONY HOLLOWAY

Director of IT

Management

JESSICA CONKLIN

Director of Of�ce

Management

JERED SHUKNECHT

Director of Marketing

& Sales  Operations

BOB JOHNSON

Senior Vice President

Atlanta

JACOB LIGGETT

Senior Risk Manager

888.498.4245info@hailsolve.com

Firm Members
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HailSolve

33 Music Square West

Suite 110A

Nashville, TN 37203

COREY LANGER

Risk Manager

KURT SPENCER

Risk Manager

STEVE KEMPH

Senior Vice President

Chicago

Chairman &

Chief Executive Of�cer

SHAWN CANNON
President &

Chief Operating Of�cer 

MICHAEL LOTT
Executive Vice President






